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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of executing a dynamically changing set 
of tasks on a reconfigurahle system, made upon a processor and a 
reconfigurahle device. Task execution on such a platform is man- 
aged by a scheduler that can allocate tasks either to the processor or 
to the reconfigurahle device. The scheduler can he seen as part of 
an operating system running on the software or as core in the recon- 
figurable device. For each tasks to be executed on reconfigurahle 
device, an equivalent implementation exists as rectangular block in 
a database. This block has to he placed on the device at run-time. 
A placer is responsible for the placement of tasks received from the 
scheduler on the reconfigurable device. However, the placement of 
tasks on the reconfigurahle device will not be succesful if enough 
space is not available on the device to hold the task. In this case the 
scheduler receive an acknowledgment from the placer and decide 
either to preempt a running task or to run the task on software. We 
present in this work an implementation of a placer module as well 
as investigations on task preemption. The two modules are part 
of an operating system for reconfigurable system currently under 
development. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
3.7 [COMPUTER-AIDED ENGINEERING]; C.3 [SPECIAL- 
PURPOSE AND APPLICATION-BASED SYSTEMS]; C.4 [ PER- 
FORMANCE OF SYSTEMS]: Design Studies 

General Terms 
Algorithms. Performance, Design. Experimentation 

Keywords 
F'PGA, Reconfigurable Computing, Partial Reconfiguration, Schedul- 
ing, Placement, Hardware Preemption 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A reconfigurable computing system is usually composed of a 

host processor and a reconfigurahle device such as an SRAM-based 
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Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [9]. Depending on their 
characteristics, tasks can he allocated either to the processor or to 
the reconfigurable device for execution. Most of the time, the pro- 
cessor is used for sequential tasks (software tasks), while the recon- 
figurable device is used for acceleration of tasks with high degree 
of parallelism (hardware tasks). Meanwhile tasks exist which can 
be executed on software as well as on hardware (hybrid tasks). 
The scheduling of software tasks on a processor can be done by 
well known methods existing in the literature [5] .  However, with 
the ability of partial reconfiguration and multiple tasks which can 
be configured separately and executed simultaneously on a recon- 
figurahle device, the problem become more complex, since mul- 
titasking and partial reconfiguration increases the device utiliza- 
tion. It also necessitates well thought dynamic task placement and 
scheduling algorithms. Such algorithms strive to use the device 
area as efficiently as possible as well as reduce total task configu- 
ration and running time. 
These methods can he embedded in an abstraction layer in host pro- 
cessor, which this layer is called operating system [IO]. 
The execution of a task on the reconfigurable device leads to the 
online placement problem, for which a method based on free rect- 
angles management and heuristics fitting has been proposed in [3] 
and improved in [9][2]. 
Online scheduling on hardware is very dependent on placement, 
which restricts the operating system to schedule tasks optimally. In 
most of existing work on scheduling of tasks in reconfigurahle com- 
puters, it is assumed that all tasks should be executed on hardware 
[SI. Moreover hardware tasks are not allowed to he preempted. We 
present a novel on line placement method as well as scheduling 
techniques which also use preemption of hardware tasks to mini- 
mize task rejection. 
In the next section, the details of an operating system for reconfig- 
urable computers will he explained. Section 3 presents our online 
placement algorithm used by the placer to allocate space on the 
chip to incoming tasks will provide information of online place- 
ment, and section 4 consists of our main contribution for schedul- 
ing. In section 4.3 we investigate the preemption of hardware tasks 
and propose two methods to solve this problem. Evaluation of the 
proposed methods will he presented in section 5 ,  then the work will 
be concluded in section 6. 

2. BACKGROUND 
Before explaining the online placement and scheduling problem, 

the definitions and assumptions of OUT system model according to 
the related work in this area will he given. We assume that a recon- 
figurahle device R is made upon a set of reconfigurable Processing 
Elements (PE) arranged in rectangular m a y  with H rows and W 
columns. The PES can be somehow connected together. 
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Figure 1: A multitasking system on reconfigurable device 

Our model of dynamic reconfiguration is made upon a sched- 
uler, an online placer and the reconfigurable device (Figure 1). The 
scheduler manages the tasks and decides when and on which de- 
vice (hardware or software) a task should he executed. 
For tasks to he executed in hardware, the scheduler requests a free 
space on the reconfigurable device. Therefore it addresses a request 
to the placer which tries to find and assign a proper free space. If 
the placer fails to find a free space, it acknowledges the scheduler 
which then decides either to run the task in software or to try it 
again later on hardware or to reject it. If the placement is success- 
ful, then the placer will configure the reconfigurable system and 
acknowledge the scheduler. In Figure 2, the main steps of this sys- 
tem are shown. 
For each task to be placed on the reconfigurable device, we further 
assume that an implementation as a rectangular block is available 
with the input and output ports on its boundary. This implemen- 
tation is stored in a module database, and will be retrieved on de- 
mand. We define the characteristics of a task as follows: 

DEFINITION 1 (TASK CHARACTERISTICS). Givenaseloftasks 
T = { t ~ ; r z  ,... , t , } ,andataskg  E T  isrherupel(at,e,,k,eh,x.e,,k,wk, 
hk.dk) where 

ak is arrival rime of task tk 

erwk is execution time of task tk on sojhare 

ehwk is execution rime of task tk on hardware 

ecfk is configuration rime of task tk on hardware 

wk is width of the corresponding module for task tk in terms 
of PE 

hk is height of the corresponding module for task tk in terms 
of P E  

dk is deadline rime of task tk 

3. TASK PLACEMENT 
The first part of the placement problem is to identify all possible 

sites where a new module can be placed. 
Bazargan et al. [3] proposed to store only the free spaces as max- 
imal rectangles, however the complexity of this approach is O(n*) 
where n is the number of modules running on the device. However, 
in Bazagan’s approach, a binary tree is used for managing empty 
rectangles, which is complicated to keep updated by deletion and 
insertion of modules, because in some cases many nodes of the 
tree have to be changed. Hence we propose a simpler and faster 
approach with complexity of O(n).  Contraq to the Barargan’s ap- 
proach, we propose to manage the occupied space of the device 
rather than the free space. Our approach is based on the obser- 
vation that the set of empty rectangles on the device grows much 
faster than the set of placed components, therefore it will be much 
faster to use the occupied space to find the set of free sites where 
the new component can be placed. 
Without loss of generality, we will consider that components are 

Figure 2: Main states of the multitasking system 

placed relatively to their lower left positions. We first define the 
Impossible Placement Region (IPR) for a new component. 
For a new component c to be placed on the device and a placed 
component c‘, the Impossible Placement Region (IPR) Id(c)  of c 
relative to c’ is the region where c cannot he placed without over- 
lapping with c’. 
The Impossible Placement Region (IPR) l , ,(c) of c relative to c‘ 
is identified by computing the left margin with size h, - I and the 
bottom margin with size wc ~ 1 of the component c‘ as illustrated 
in figure 3. The Possible Placement Region for the component c is 
obtained by subtracting the IPR from the device area. 
Computing the IPR relative to the device and each placed compo- 

nent as described before gives us the set of IPRs as shown in figure 
4. The solution of subproblem 1 can be obtained by set subtracting 
the IPRs from the total device area. 
Since we have to compute the extended margins for the running 
modules and two regions relative to the device for solving the first 
subproblem, the required steps of our algorithm is O(n).  
The second pan in online placement is to find the optimal position 
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Figure 3: IPR of a new module relative to a placed one 

for placing the new module from the set of possible placement re- 
gions. Our main goal here is to place the components in such a 
way that the communication among components is optimal. This 
goal can he reached by placing connected components nearby each 
other. Funhermore, components which have off-chip connections 
should also be placed on the boundary of the device, not far from 
the pins that they use. We will first compute the point poF, which 
gives us the optimal placement cost. If p o p  is  located within the 
Possible Placement Region (PPR) then we have the solution of sec- 
ond subproblem. Otherwise, we will look for the closest point to 
popt which is located in the PPR and select it as the optimal place- 
ment position. We define the cost to minimize as the communi- 

Figure 4 The area of impossible positions for the new module 

cation cost among the components placed on the device in terms 
of distance and buswidth. We call this cost the routing cost and 
formally define it as follows: 

(ROUTING COST). For two modules i and j ,  
we define rhe routing cost between modules i and j us follows: 

RoutingCosf(Rij) = 

DEFINITION 2 

((XI+ - x i -  3 j 2 + ( Y j +  2 - y i -  2 j 2 )  x W i j  

Here wij is the width of bus connecting the two elements i and j .  
For finding the optimal point, we minimize the routing cost of the 

new module to all other placed ones. The details of this process is 
presented in [I]. 

4. TASK SCHEDULING 
As we explained before, in our system model, the scheduler 

should decide for each task to be executed on software or hardware. 
Also to schedule the sequence of tasks for hardware andlor software 
to minimize task rejection and hardware-software communication 
and finally to maximize resource utilization and performance. 
As it is explained in introduction, there are three types of tasks: 
software, hardware and hybrid tasks. The software tasks will he 
sent to the software queue and hardware tasks to the hardware 
queue. About hybrid tasks, it will be checked if the hybrid task is 
feasible to N” on hardware andlor software, then in according to its 
feasibility, it will be assigned to hardware or software or both. Sec- 
ond pan of scheduler manages the queues of tasks for hardware and 
software parts, where those two queues may have some common 
tasks. In addition, we cache modules on hardware to reduce con- 
figuration overhead. Before explaining the scheduling algorithm, 
the details of module caching will be given. 

4.1 Module caching 
In contrast to related work, after finishing the task, we will a) 

not delete the configuration of the corresponding module from the 
FPGA. Because a task graph may have a periodic behavior, and 
the same task may be requested again, then we can map it to the 
preconfigured and inactive module on hardware without any con- 
figuration overhead. Furthermore. at any arriving task request, we 
will h) first search if the same task is running on the FF‘GA. Then, 
by computing the mobility of a task with respect to a given dead- 
line, we will decide either to N n  it later on the same place, or to 
locate a new module. The only case that we tq to delete modules 
from hardware is that if some tasks are queued, and the queued 
module can not be placed on reconfigurable device because of in- 
sufficient free area. Then the inactive and pre-configured modules 
which are not assigned for another queued task will be removed in 
order of Least Recently Used (LRU) until the new module can be 
accommodated. 
For management of reactivating modules, we define start, preload 
and finish signals for each module. Then by preloading the new 
values to the inactive module, the module can be reactivated by 
start signal. 

4.2 Algorithm 
In the first part, as mentioned before, the feasibility of hybrid 

tasks in hardware and software will be determined. When hwj 
will be one, it means the task is feasible to he scheduled on hard- 
ware, otherwise it will be zero, and in the similar way for swi in 
software(finish(mx) is finishing time of assigned tasks to module 
mt) : 

Task-Request(riJ 
if(rhe same task as r; is on hurdwnre : module mk j 

i f (di-ehwi > finish(mx)j 
begin 

hwi = I 
con f ig !  = 0 
si = finish(mx) 
finish(mx) = finish(mx) +ehwi 

end 
elsif(dj - ehw; - ecfi > ai)  
begin 

hwi = I 
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con f ig; = 1 
end 
else 

f ld;  - err; > 0 ; )  

else 

hw;=0 

sw, = 1 

sw; = 0 

Now according to the its feasiblity, the task will be send to hard- 
ware or software queue : 

$(hw; = 1 and sw; = Oj 
rend t; to hardware queue 

e l sg(sw;= 1 and hw; =O)  
send r; to software queue 

els$(hw; = 1 and sw; = 1) 
send r; ro borh software and hardwure queues 

else 
rejecr t; 

In the second part, the task queues of hardware and software must 
be scheduled, also we should consider these two queues may have 
common tasks. According to Horn Theorem 151, Earliest Deadline 
First (EDF) Scheduling is optimal with respect to minimizing the 
maximum lateness, which we try to use in our model. Therefore 
we sort the tasks according to their deadlines in the queues. When 
a task is the first one in the queue, its feasibility must be checked 
again, because of waiting time. If it is not feasible then it will be re- 
jected. If it is a common task between the queues, only then it will 
be removed from the related queue. In software queue, the task will 
be started to execute after this feasibility check, but in hardware it 
should be checked if there is enough free area on hardware to ac- 
commodate it, and if it is failed, then the hardware caching will be 
used. If the caching also does not help, we will preempt the running 
tasks according to their lateness of their deadlines, until a feasible 
arca for the new module i s  found. Each preempted task will be 
scheduled again in hardware, and maybe software queue. The con- 
text of preempted modules can be switched between hardware and 
software. This issue will he explained in details in the next section. 
Tasks which are assigned to a running module on hardware with- 
out any configuration overhead, will not he placed in these queues. 
These tasks are sorted with respect to their starting times (s i ) .  and 
by reaching the real-time to each of these starting times, they will 
be started on hardware. 

Software Queue 
Tasks are sorred according to rheir deadlines. 
t; =&sr raskfrorn the software queue 

begin 
f l t  > d; - e . d  

$(hwi = O j  
reject r; 

else 
sw;  = 0 

end 
else 

execiire r; on sofrware 

Hardware Queue 
Tasks are sorted according ro rheir deadlines. 
r; =/irst raskfrorn the Hardware queue 
iflr > d ;  - ehw, - ecj;) 

begin 
iflswi = 0 )  

reject tj 
else 

hw; = 0 
end 
else 
begin 

accept=place r; on hardware 
$(accepr=O) 

if(accepr=Oj 

iflnccepr=O) 

accept=caching(ri) 

accepr=preernpr(running task wirh latest deadline) 

rejecr r; end 

4.3 Task Preemptive Challenges 
In order to achieve real reconfigurable computing it is obligatory 

to allow hardware tasks to be preempted. This allows us to con- 
tinue a module's work at a later point in time. On preemption, the 
context of a task [e. g. the set of registers used by the task) should 
be saved. Therefore, we have to introduce some mechanisms to 
freeze and read out the register state in the task preemption phase. 
On resumption, we have to restore the context of the suspended 
module In contrast to the software world, this is unlikely harder 
to implement in hardware. The register state of a hardware mod- 
ule can contain a magnitude of memory bits more as compared to 
a software task running on a CPU. As opposed to hardware tasks, 
processors have dedicated commands (PUSH, POP, MOV, etc.) to 
(re-)store theirs context. 

The majority of today's commercial available FPGAs are not fit- 
ted with extra capabilities for a fast switching of the register state. 
In [41 the XC6200 was used as a platform for reconfigurable com- 
puting. As all reconfiguration data of this architecture is accessible 
randomly, it is suitable for partial reconfiguration as well as for 
hardware task preemption. However, Xilinx stopped this product 
line. 

Before focusing on the different methodologies to readback the 
state of a hardware task we reveal common issues on hardware pre- 
emption. 
Similar to a typical processor that starts on an interrupt by finish- 
ing the just running instruction before performing the jump to the 
handler routine, a running hardware module could also require de& 
icated points of time where the module can be frozen. Multi cycle 
I/O transfers (e. g. DRAM access, serial links) are not allowed 
to be interrupted without extra precautions. In addition, multiple 
clock domains and clock generation units (e. g. dividers, PLLs, 
DLLs) have a clock dependent state that needs to be restored for 
a proper restart of the module. Finally, asynchronous modifica- 
tions of flip-flops, uncontrollable clocks and combinatorial feed- 
back loops make the realization of hardware task preemption on a 
reconfigurable device challenging. In the following we present two 
methodologies for hardware preemption. The first one is based on 
reading back the configuration bitstream while the second one is a 
scanpath based method. 

4.3.1 Readback Methodology 
Some FPGAs allow us to read back the reconfiguration hitstream. 

This capability was used in [7] to capture the register state. The 
main advantage of this methodology is that it is easy to implement. 
For modular placement techniques, it is essential to readback par- 
tial bitstreams without influencing other running modules. The data 
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captured by reading back the bitstream contains the complete con- 
figuration context and not only the register state of the module. In  
[7] only the bits representing the register state were filtered out 
from the bitstream in order to efficiently store the register state. 
This requires a documented bitstream format or the use of dedi- 

"=" 

Figure 5: Capturing and restoring of a register state using the 
readback methodology. 

cated tools. In contrast to this work, we propose a general approach 
as shown in figure 5 Here, the state of a module M is efficiently 
stored by the use of a compressor block. In order to gain signifi- 
cantly the compression ratio, we propose a bitwise XORing of the 
original module configuration stream together with the readback 
bitstream. Information equal in both streams (e. g. routing infor- 
mation) will lead to zeros inside the stream. The resulting stream 
will only contain a ' 1 whenever they differ (the state has changed). 
As the amount of data representing a register state inside the con- 
figuration bitstream is quite low [61, the majority of the resulting 
bits will be '0'. This approach demands some assumptions. First 
of all, the readback bitsteam must contain exactly the same length 
as compared to the configuration bitstream. In addition, every por- 
tion of data located inside the streams has always to correspondent 
to same reconfigurable resource on the reconfigurable architecture. 
Finally, ciphered bitstreams are not allowed. A small change of the 
state can lead to completely scrambled data in a ciphered reconfig- 
uration context. As a consequence, the XORing will not decrease 
the entropy in this case. 
The drawback of this approach is that the register state Capturing 
process is done by reading back the complete bitstream. This con- 
sumes about the same time as compared to the relatively slow re- 
configuration process. 

4.3.2 Scanpath Methodology 
One solution to decrease the time consumption of the captur- 

ing process is to include a register scanpath into the design. This 
methodology is close related to design for test (DIT) techniques. 
Including a scanpath will decrease the performance (maximum clock 
frequency) and increase the hardware consumption. The effects of 
these influences can be minimized by reducing the amount of mem- 
ory inside a hardware module (e.g. reducing pipeline stages). Be- 
side the fast register state capturing process this solution is platform 
independent. It is applicable to architectures not fitted with a read- 
back capability. 
Figure 6 reveals an example of how a scanpath can be included 
into the design of a hardware module. The scanpath should follow 
the structure given by the datapath of the module. This will spare 
routing resources on the one hand and will minimize the negative 
influences of the scanpath on the other. Figure 6 discloses that a 
global signal has to be distributed for switching the registers be- 

tween scanpath and normal operation mode. This can be critical on 
architectures that allow no appropriate clock control. In this case 
the signal has to be distributed in a single clock cycle. 

Figure 6 Capturing and restoring of a register state using the 
scanpath methodology. 

Some modules may contain resources that can not be included 
directly in the scanpath register chain (e. g. memory blocks). In 
this case we have to build wrappers around this resources. Such 
wrappers contain small state machines that suppolt capturing as 
well as restoring the context of these resource blocks. 

4.3.3 Hardware-Sojiware State Migration 
One outstanding aspect for hardware-software-systems is the po- 

tentiality to migrate the state of a module from or to any alternative 
of software or hardware. Let us assume to have a hardware mod- 
ule synthesized for different hardware architectures by the use of 
a structural specification. Then it may be possible to use the same 
context format to restaR the module on the various hardware archi- 
lectures if we use the scanpath methodology to capture the register 
state. This will only work out if the internal structures of the recon- 
figurable architectures lead not to completely different hardware 
realizations. In  other cases, context transformers can be used to 
arrange the register context in an arbitrary fashion. Such context 
transformations may further allow switching a module's work from 
hardware to software or vice versa. A proposal for a system that 
allows random choices of how the state should be executed (hard- 
ware or software) after a task has been preempted is presented in 
figure 7. 

Figure 7: Register state migration by the use of a state trans- 
former. 

A digital filter for example can be implemented to use the same 
data types and operations in software as well as in hardware. In 
order to transform the context of the hardware module to a soft- 
ware module, the data has to be composed in the right order. This 
may need some additional work. For example, shift operations on 
FPGAs can be mapped into hardware just by using the intercon- 
nect network while in software an extra shift operation has to be 
executed. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
We have implemented a system model, with randomly gener- 

ated task sets. This was done for different task sizes and shapes, 
precisely for tasks with width and height uniformly distributed in 
different intervals. To see the behavior of algorithm with very dif- 
ferent sizes of tasks, intervals of [20,401, and [20,301, and also to 
observe the behavior for nearly square shaped tasks [25,30] range 
(Table 1) has been used. The size of chip has been assumed 56x84 
and 80x120, a 2-dimensional PE array, similar to the Xilinx Virlex 
XCVXOO and XCV2000E FPGA devices, respectively. 
As depicted in the following table, our method is compared with 
First Fit (FF) and Best Fit (BF) methods. Our method gives the 
least COSIS and Best Fit gives the most routing cost. The First Fit 
method in the case of nearly square tasks reaches a comparable re- 
sult to our method, but in all cases needs more costs for routing. 
On the other side, First Fit behaves much better than the Best Fit 
in communication costs. Also when we use a larger chip size, our 
fitter works better than First Fit and Best Fit, because it has more 
space to find an optimal position. 
For evaluating our scheduling algorithm we have used the same 
task size distribution for chip size 80x120. According to [6], FPGA 
implementation is often IO times faster than the processor version 
for the same task. Thus we assume hardware execution time is dis- 
ributed in range of 5 to SO time units, and for software in range of 
SO to 500 time units. The arrival times in [0,50] time interval, and 
deadline times in the range [0,100] with the offset of arrival and 
execution time is generated. Table 2 shows the superiority of our 
algorithm in average waiting time, and shows up to 50% improve- 
ment to reduce the rejection rate. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have discussed placement and scheduling tech- 

niques for heterogeneous reconfigurable computers. An online place- 
ment method aimed at reducing the routing cost is presented. Also 
a parallel scheduling algorithm in hardware and software for mini- 
mizing rejection rate is proposed. Moreover, we have investigated 
the possibility oftask preemption on the reconfigurable device and 
proposed two approaches for saving and restoring the context of 
preempted hardware tasks. 
The placement and scheduling methods were evaluated on a set of 
randomly generated benchmark and the results have been satisfy- 
ing. We are currently working on the integration of the methods in 
an operating system for reconfigurable hardware. 

Scheduling HW HW HW 

Average Waiting Time(ms) 52 47 46 
Rejection Rate 14% 9% 11% 

Task Sire [20,40] [20,30] I25.301 
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